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bstract

Thin film deposition as applied to micro solid oxide fuel cell (�SOFC) fabrication is an emerging and highly active field of research that is

ttracting greater attention. This paper reviews thin film (thickness ≤1 �m) deposition techniques and components relevant to SOFCs including
urrent research on nanocrystalline thin film electrolyte and thin-film-based model electrodes. Calculations showing the geometric limits of �SOFCs
nd first results towards fabrication of �SOFCs are also discussed.

2007 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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. Introduction

Solid oxide fuel cells (SOFCs) convert chemical energy with
igh efficiency directly into electricity and heat and can operate
n a variety of fuels such as natural gas or hydrogen. As depicted
n Fig. 1, the fuel supplying H2 is fed into the anode compart-

ent where it is oxidized, and the electrons released as a result
re conducted to an external circuit [1]. The reaction products
n the anode side of an SOFC are mainly water and CO2. Air
nters on the cathode side and oxygen is reduced here to O2− by
eaction with electrons from the external circuit. The O2− ions
an travel through the ion-conducting and gas-tight electrolyte,
hich separates the anode compartment from the cathode com-
artment. Once on the anode side the O2− joins with hydrogen
o form water. The driving force for an SOFC is the difference
n oxygen partial pressure between the anode (low pO2) and
athode (high pO2). Open circuit voltage (OCV) is the voltage
btained at zero current that ranges from about 0.8–1.1 V and is
measure for the gas leakage or electronic leakage through the
lectrolyte. A low OCV reduces the SOFC power output.
The choice of materials for each component is given by the
equirements resulting from the functions discussed above: The
node must be porous to allow gas access, should be a catalyst for

∗ Corresponding author. Tel.: +41 44 632 3763; fax: +41 44 632 1132.
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uel oxidation and must show electronic and ionic conductivity.
ickel satisfies the first two requirements, while yttria-stabilized

ircona (YSZ) or cerium gadolinium oxide (CGO) fulfills the
ast. Therefore, two-phase cermets (ceramic-metal composites)
hat combine all three properties are used. The electrolyte should
e dense and predominantly an ionic conductor like YSZ or CGO
hile the cathode should be porous to enhance gas access, cat-

lytically active towards oxygen reduction, and a good ionic
nd electronic (mixed) conductor. For cathodes perovskites
re commonly chosen, for example LaxSr1−xMnO3±δ (LSM),
axSr1−xCoyFe1−yO3±δ (LSCF) or Ba0.5Sr0.5Co0.8Fe0.2O3±δ

BSCF) [2] or precious metals such as Pt [3].
Differing from this two-gas-chamber concept is the single-

hamber SOFC [4], where the anode and cathode are exposed
o the same gas atmosphere, a mixture of fuel and air in a safe
atio. Here the driving force is the locally different oxygen partial
ressure at the electrodes, which is generated by the differ-
nt selectivity of the anode and cathode towards fuel oxidation
5–7]. For a recent review see [8].

Typical operating temperatures for current thick-film-based
wo-chamber SOFCs are 800–1000 ◦C, placing heavy demands
n the materials and complicating the sealing mechanism. There-
ore, research trends towards lowering the operating temperature

own to 500–600 ◦C. To compensate for the performance losses
ssociated with a lower operating temperature, thin film com-
onents with lower ohmic resistance have been developed. Thin
lm components facilitate the fabrication of �SOFCs, leading to

mailto:Daniel.Beckel@mat.ethz.ch
dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.jpowsour.2007.04.070
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Fig. 1. Sketch of an SOFC illustrating also the working principle.

ew applications for SOFCs, namely portable electronic devices
uch as laptops, personal digital assistants (PDAs) and scanners
9,10].

The scope of this review primarily encompasses the emergent
elds of thin film deposition for SOFC components, �SOFC
abrication with thin films, and the properties of the thin film
aterials themselves.

. Thin film deposition techniques

The choice of an appropriate thin film deposition technique
s strongly influenced by the material to be deposited and the
esired film quality and available budget. This section gives an
verview of the most relevant thin film deposition techniques for
OFC applications as well as some examples of SOFC materials
here these techniques were used for deposition.

.1. Vacuum deposition techniques

For thin film growth in vacuum deposition, gas-phase atoms
f the chosen material are transported from the source to the sub-

trate, upon which the film will nucleate and grow. The whole
rocess takes places in a vacuum chamber, where the atmo-
phere and gas-phase reactions can be controlled carefully (for
he basics of vacuum technology the reader is referred to e.g.

g
s
m
v

Fig. 2. (A) Schematic representation of a generic sputtering system. (B
Sources 173 (2007) 325–345

11]). Strict control of the residual gases in the environment
ecomes more important as the deposition rate is lowered and
he influence of contaminants on the film properties is raised. A
ecent review of the application of vacuum techniques to SOFC
aterials in general can be found in [12,13]; the current review

s limited to thin films only.

.1.1. Physical vapor deposition (PVD) techniques
PVD techniques have the common feature that atoms are

rought to the gas phase through a physical process from a
olid or molten target. The processes include: evaporation, sput-
ering, laser ablation and hybrid methods. Chemical reactions
n the gas phase and at the substrate are absent, or at least
rrelevant. However, simple oxides and nitrides can be grown
rom metallic substrates by introducing oxygen or nitrogen gas
uring processing. The most prevalent of these techniques for
OFC materials is sputtering, but pulsed laser deposition (PLD)

s becoming more and more popular. Evaporation of complex
aterials, which many SOFC components are, is difficult and

carcely used. PLD and sputtering are both expensive techniques
rom the point of view of equipment, and have similarly low
eposition rates of a few nm per minute. The films are typically
olycrystalline with columnar structure, and the grain size can
e tailored by varying the deposition conditions, and nano-sized
rains are easily obtained.

Thin films deposited by PVD methods can be porous or dense
epending on the process parameters, temperature having the
ighest impact on the structure as described in the structure zone
odels of PVD film growth [14,15]. Films deposited in low

datom (short for “adsorbed atom” and describing associations
f a few atoms) mobility conditions show a structure of columns
nd voids at the nanoscale, with sizes increasing with the film
hickness even though not linearly.

.1.1.1. Sputtering. In the sputtering process (apparatus shown
n Fig. 2A) material is removed from a solid cathode target by
ombardment with positively charged ions emitted from a noble

as discharge. The high kinetic energy ions colliding with the
urface break free, or sputter, atoms of the cathode in a process of
omentum transfer. In the case of DC sputtering, a high negative

oltage (3–5 kV) is applied to the target from a source external

) Schematic representation of a generic PLD deposition system.
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o the vacuum chamber; while the chamber and the substrate are
rounded. A noble gas (commonly Ar) introduced between the
arget and substrate is subjected to an electric field high enough
o induce ionization and generate a plasma of positive ions and
lectrons. The positive ions are accelerated toward the nega-
ively charged target and sputtering results. With metallic targets
he potential at the cathode is provided by a DC source, but a
adio frequency (RF) source is needed for sputtering dielectric
aterials.
Higher sputtering efficiency and deposition rates are obtained

ith magnetron sources, which use a magnetic field to con-
ne the electrons in the plasma close to the target where they
an regenerate the plasma and increase its density. Numerous
eviews on sputtering are available [16–19], but the focus of this
eview is on applications for SOFC fabrication. Sputter deposi-
ion, both DC and RF, was employed prior to PLD for thin film
eposition in the SOFC field.

All three elements of a fuel cell – anode, electrolyte and cath-
de – have been studied and realized in thin film form. Previous
ublications refer to single-layer studies or cases where one of
he elements, often the anode or the electrolyte, serves as sup-
ort for the whole system with one or both of the other two
lements in thin film form. Predominantly, thin film electrolytes
ave been prepared, particularly YSZ [20,21] and CGO [22,23].
owever, porous Ni/YSZ anodes [24] on dense YSZ substrates

s well as anodes and electrolytes on porous substrates such as
lumina [25] have been successfully grown as thin films. The
eposition of the cathode material lanthanum strontium cobaltite
LSC) was also reported [26]. Deposition is usually performed
t low temperature (<400 ◦C) in a partial pressure of oxygen in
he order of 10 mTorr. Post-deposition thermal treatment in air is
hen necessary for crystallization and densification of the elec-
rolytes. Even the deposition of an entire SOFC was reported
27] but the electrolyte (YSZ) was rather thick (15–20 �m) and
ot fully dense.

.1.1.2. Pulsed laser deposition (PLD). PLD is a physical
ethod of thin film deposition in which a pulsed laser beam,

sually of wavelength in the UV range, is employed to ablate
target composed of the desired thin film material, which

s subsequently deposited onto a substrate. PLD has attracted
uch attention over the last 20 years, as it enables fabrication

f multi-component stoichiometric films from a single target.
he experimental PLD setup (Fig. 2B) consists of a vacuum
hamber containing target and substrate holders; the chamber is
quipped with a UV-transparent window through which the laser
eam enters the chamber. Outside the chamber, a UV-transparent
ens focuses the laser beam onto the target surface. The use
f additional optical elements, such as mirrors and beam split-
ers, depends on the system complexity. Because each element
educes the intensity of the beam, the optical path has to be
esigned carefully. The evaporation power source, i.e. the laser,
s decoupled from the vacuum system making the technique very

exible.

The useful range of laser wavelengths for thin film growth by
LD lies between 200 nm and 400 nm for most materials. With
n appropriate choice of the laser, any material can be ablated

(
m
d
i
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nd the growth can be carried out in a pressure of any kind of
as, reactive or not.

The laser-target interaction is a very complex physical phe-
omenon, which depends on the laser characteristics and the
ptical, topological and thermodynamic properties of the target.
pon absorption by a solid surface, the electromagnetic energy
f the laser beam is converted first to electronic excitation and
hen to thermal, chemical and mechanical energy causing evap-
ration. From the point of view of film formation, the important
act is that ablation takes place in a time interval short enough to
uppress the dissipation of energy beyond the ablated volume. In
his way, the damage of the remaining target can be minimized
nd segregation of the different components largely avoided.

Targets, usually disk shaped, are normally rotated and moved
ith respect to the laser beam in order to suppress surface rough-

ning. Mostly ceramic targets are used. Dense small-grained
argets are preferable because single-crystalline or coarse-
rained polycrystalline ones are damaged by thermal shock after
few pulses and particle ejection becomes more likely. Dense

eramics absorb the radiation better and have lower thermal
onductivity thanks to their grain boundaries. Both properties
nhance the local material–radiation interaction. The ablated
pecies consist of energetic evaporants (atoms, molecules, elec-
rons, ions, clusters) with energies ranging from 10 eV to over
00 eV depending on the material, congruent with the target.
ogether they constitute what is called the plume. After irra-
iation, the plume rapidly expands in a jet that remains narrow
nd relatively anisotropic, allowing for deposition of small areas
nly. The most important obstacle for the application of PLD
n industrial production is the difficulty in scaling-up the pro-
ess. However, possible evolutions of PLD that would allow for
arge-scale deposition have been proposed [28,29].

Reviews detailing the mechanisms and some applications of
LD can be found elsewhere [30,31], with this review restricted

o thin films deposited by PLD for SOFCs to which the technique
as been applied recently. Porous and dense perovskite elec-
rodes [32–34], electrolytes such as CGO [35–37], YSZ [38],
anthanum strontium gallium manganite (LSGM) [39–41] and
amaria doped ceria (SDC)/LSGM bilayer [42] have all been
eposited by PLD. An entire thin-film-based SOFC was pro-
uced by PLD [43] comprising a YSZ electrolyte and LSC
athode both on top of a micro-structured Ni grid that served
s an anode (see also Section 4, this work). Amorphous dense
lms with or nano-size grains can be obtained in low oxygen
artial pressure (<10 mTorr) at low temperature and then crys-
allized by annealing in air. In the cases of CGO and YSZ, it was
ound that the porosity and the presence of cracks were strongly
nfluenced by the deposition pressure [44] and higher density
as obtained at lower pressure.

.1.2. Chemical vapor deposition (CVD)
The techniques described above use some physical process

o remove atoms or molecules from a target. In the case of CVD

Fig. 3A), a reactive gas transports precursors of the desired
aterial to the substrate. Here, they react with other gases or

ecompose to give the final product deposited on the substrate
n the form of a film. The carrier gas flows through the different
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Fig. 3. (A) Schematic representation of a generic CVD re

ource materials and carries some along. Precursor materials
re mixed in the carrier gas flow before being introduced in
he reaction chamber, where the reactive mixture flows across
he substrate and a set of reactions takes place under the energy
rovided by heaters or by a plasma discharge (Plasma Enhanced
VD, PECVD).

CVD does not require the use of high vacuum but processing
n a low-pressure environment enables the production of high
uality and high purity films not achievable with conventional
VD. Widely employed in the semiconductor industry, CVD is
sed for SOFC fabrication with low pressures. Many different
eposition methods have been derived from CVD with the pur-
ose of increasing the deposition rate, enhancing the reaction
fficiency or simply to develop a low-cost deposition method
45].

For an extensive review on the basics of the CVD process as
ell as some application examples, the reader is referred to [46]

nd for a very recent review to [47]; this review is restricted to
xamples of fuel cell materials deposited by CVD.

CVD processes have been mainly used to produce dense,
as-tight, electrolyte films, 1–10 �m thick, on dense and porous
ubstrates [13,48]. Because the pores of the substrate can be eas-
ly closed by this process, CVD is particularly convenient when
he electrolyte has to be grown on a porous anode substrate. How-
ver, porous cathodes were also realized [49]. One example of
variation of CVD is atomic layer deposition (ALD), a tech-

ique that allows the production of dense films less than 1 �m
hick by building one mono-atomic layer after another [50].
his method was used to grow thin electrolyte layers [51,52].
nother example is electrochemical vapor deposition, where
lm growth proceeds because of an electrochemical potential
radient existing between the two sides of the substrate [13].

.2. Liquid-precursor-based thin film deposition techniques

Wet-chemical processes are used extensively to produce

oatings and thin films for fuel cells, protective coatings or
icroelectronic devices. The different techniques used to apply

he solutions to the substrate can be divided into brush painting,
he most basic method, spraying, dipping and spinning.

R
i
p
i

(B) Schematic representationof a generic spray process.

.2.1. Spray deposition methods
There is a broad choice for the nomenclature of spray depo-

ition techniques; sometimes categories overlap and authors use
ifferent terminologies. All methods involve the generation of a
ne aerosol of a liquid precursor solution, which is then directed

owards a heated substrate surface with or without the aid of
n external electric field as depicted in Fig. 3B. Depending
n the substrate temperature and precursor used, the droplets
vaporate or decompose completely before reaching the sub-
trate, resulting in a process resembling to CVD [53], or the
iquid is deposited without evaporation. Burning a flammable
recursor might be used to form a particulate spray or reach
igher deposition temperatures. The different spray techniques
re mainly distinguished by the method of atomization, which
an be accomplished by means of pressurized gas or application
f a high electric field to the solution surface at the spray nozzle.
sing standard photolithographic lift-off processes or shadow
asks, films can be deposited on flat surfaces in patterns.
In ceramics processing, spray pyrolysis was originally used

or the production of nanometer-sized powders and the synthesis
f different materials was extensively studied [54]. Lately it has
een replaced by high-volume, low-cost flame spray pyrolysis
rocesses [55]. Interest in spray pyrolysis was renewed when
he need for thin film electrolytes in high-temperature fuel cells
rose. This publication highlights the few papers that deal with
hin film production for SOFC applications, for example elec-
rolyte and electrode materials. For a detailed overview of thin
lm materials produced by spray pyrolysis the reader is referred

o the paper by Patil [56]. The annex of the work of Pamplin
57], originally dealing with the preparation of solar cell materi-
ls by spray pyrolysis, contains a bibliography of references on
he method up to the year 1979. Tomar and Garcia [58] reviewed
he production of thin films for solar cells and oxide semicon-
uctor films for gas sensors. The production and properties of
anocrystalline materials and coatings are detailed in [59]. An
verview of technical aspects of the spray setup and description
f the deposition of solar cell materials are given by Mooney and

adding [60]. Albin and Risbud [61] describe the spray process-

ng and influential parameters of optoelectronics materials. A
art of the review by Chopra et al. [62] on transparent conduct-
ng films is devoted to spray pyrolysis processing. In another
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aper [63] the authors give a detailed overview of the physical
nd chemical processes involved in spraying. Will et al. [13] ded-
cate a part of their review paper on thin solid electrolytes to the
pray pyrolysis method. Bohac and Gauckler [64] give a descrip-
ion of various techniques for the chemical spray deposition of
eramic films. The most up-to-date review on thin film deposi-
ion using spray pyrolysis with emphasis on SOFC electrolyte

aterials was recently published by Perednis and Gauckler [65].
e Jonghe et al. [66] give a description of supported electrolyte

hin film synthesis.

.2.1.1. Electrostatic spray deposition (ESD). ESD involves
pplying a high potential to the surface of a conducting liquid
r precursor, which, under the forces of the electric field, gen-
rates an almost mono-sized spray from the charged repulsion
etween droplets. Very porous and regular structures were pro-
uced by Schoonman and coworkers [67] which sparked interest
n this technique amongst the fuel cell community. Porous elec-
rode films of LSCF [68,69], LSM [70], LSM/YSZ [71] and
ense electrolyte films of YSZ [72–75] and CGO and LSGM
76] have been produced.

.2.1.2. Flame spray deposition. Flame or combustion spray
ynthesis is a method for one-step synthesis and deposition of
orous or dense ceramic layers onto heat resistant surfaces.
he process can be either a mainly physical process when a
uspension of fine oxide particles in a flammable liquid car-
ier is utilized, or physical and chemical when metal salts in a
ammable solvent mixture are used as educts for the ceramic
oating formation. On burning in the combustion flame, col-
ision and sintering of the particles in the flame occurs and a
oating is formed on the substrate placed in or near the tip of
he flame. CGO and samarium strontium cobaltite (SSC) [77],
SZ [78,79], pure cerium oxide [80] and LSM [81] have been
roduced by this technique.

.2.1.3. Pressurized gas spray deposition (PSD). In PSD,
tomization of the precursor is achieved by a pressurized carrier
as, e.g. air. Setoguchi et al. [82] were among the first to utilize
he PSD technique for thin film production related to SOFCs.
hey fabricated a calcia-doped zirconia thin film from acety-

acetonates in ethanol on a porous LSM substrate. Due to the
ow deposition temperature of 80–200 ◦C the film was cracked
nd multiple depositions were necessary to obtain a nearly dense
lm. Later, Bohac and Gauckler [83] revisited the process and
ermutated various solvents and salts to form YSZ and CGO
lms. Perednis et al. published the successful deposition of dense
SZ films with thicknesses <500 nm and porous buffer layers of
ttria doped ceria (YDC) [84,85]. Physical characteristics of the
etup used, for example droplet size distributions and droplet
elocities, are given in [75]. Cells fabricated with these films
eached power densities in excess of 750 mW cm−2 at 770 ◦C
86]. The same group is working on the fabrication of layers less

han 500 nm thick of dense CGO [36,37,87,88], porous LSCF
89–91] and porous Ni-CGO cermets [92,93] for �SOFC.

Putna et al. [94] utilized the PSD method to deposit SDC
hin films on CGO substrates, but almost no experimental details

e
a
i
a
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ere disclosed. Charpentier et al. [95–97] produced thin films
f LSM on Ni-YSZ anode substrates. A combined approach of
pray pyrolysis and sol–gel methods was chosen by Vo et al.
98] to produce cells with mixed gas atmosphere.

.2.1.4. Ultrasonic spray pyrolysis (USP). Randomly and pref-
rentially oriented YSZ films were prepared by Matsuzaki et al.
99] with ultrasonic spray pyrolysis. The liquid precursor was
ltrasonically nebulized and a carrier gas stream was used to
ransport the fine mist towards the substrate. Films based on
anthanum chromite [100] and ceria layers [101] have also been
roduced with USP.

.2.1.5. Mist spray pyrolysis (MSP). MSP is not strictly a
iquid-precursor-based deposition technique, but involves spray-
ng a liquid precursor into a furnace where very fine oxide
articles are formed by oxidation of the metal salts. The particles
re then deposited directly from the air stream on the substrate
aterial and sintered to form dense films. Priestnall and Steele

102] have deposited lanthanum strontium copper oxide as pos-
ible electrode material, but the material was not used further
nd the process, being too cumbersome, was abandoned.

.2.2. Electrophoretic deposition (EPD)
EPD is a simple and fast deposition technique to produce thin

lms from colloidal particles. Powder particles are charged and
uspended in a colloidal system. Under the forces of an exter-
ally applied electric field, the particles move to the substrate
urface and coagulate in a dense layer. Peng et al. [103] uti-
ized EPD to deposit dense YSZ layers on porous LSM cathode
ubstrates, others [104,105] deposited YSZ on NiO-YSZ anode
ubstrates.

.2.3. Spin- and dip-coating
The spin- and dip-coating processes are widely utilized to

roduce thin ceramic coatings on a variety of substrate materials.
hin film deposition with spin-coating consists of applying a
recursor solution on one side of a rapidly rotating substrate
hereas during the dip-coating process the substrate is partly
r fully immersed in the precursor solution with both sides and
hen withdrawn from the liquid. A huge variety of precursors

ay be used for these techniques.

.2.3.1. Metal organic decomposition (MOD). In this tech-
ique, the precursor is a chemical solution containing metal
alts and one or more organic species. The organic com-
ounds evaporate partly during or after deposition and the
esulting film pyrolyzes upon annealing to form a ceramic
oating with the desired stoichiometry. Metal carboxylates
re often used as metal salts and dissolved in a suitable
olvent. Chu et al. [106] demonstrated the deposition of
ure zirconia, yttria and YSZ films from neopentanoates.
ayashi et al. [107] produced LSM/YSZ composite film
lectrodes by the MOD technique. The solution used was
mixture of octylates of La, Sr and Mn in a solution of

so-propanol containing triethanolamine and butoxides of Zr
nd Y in a solution of iso-propanol and diethanolamine.
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SC [108] and lanthanum manganite films doped with
a, Sr or Ba [109] were synthesized in much the same
ay as above with a solution based on neodecanoates in
ylene.

.2.3.2. Polymeric precursors/sol–gel method. The sol–gel
rocess is based on liquid-phase hydrolysis of organo-metallic
alts like metal alkoxides to form a colloidal sol and a con-
ensation step with organic monomers to form a gel. The
article concentration, viscosity, concentration and stability of
he sol–gel influence the deposition parameters and film quality
nd have to be controlled carefully. Numerous reviews concern-
ng the sol–gel method have been published. Brinker et al. [110]
tudied the fundamentals of sol–gel dip-coating and the physics
f sol–gel thin film formation by dip-coating [111]. Dunn et
l. [112] give a brief overview on sol–gel approaches for solid
lectrolyte and electrode materials. The sol–gel section of this
eview will elaborate on fuel cell related materials, e.g. YSZ or
GO rather than including all possible sol–gel methods reported

n the literature so far.
Some groups [113,114] distinguish between polymeric pre-

ursor and sol–gels. Polymeric precursors are produced by
ombining metal or metalloid cations with weak organic
cids and a polyhydroxyl alcohol as a chelating agent and
onomer. These form a very stable precursor solution after

olymerization of the alcohols that is insensitive to air and
geing over a prolonged period of time. Unlike sol–gels, fab-
ication of polymeric precursors does not include a distinct
elation step. Polymeric precursors involve the evapora-
ion of water from a highly viscous solution, which often
eads to boiling retardation. However, others [115] refer to
olymeric precursors as sol–gels. In this review no dis-
inction is made between polymeric precursor and sol–gel
echniques. The distinction is in the chemistry of the precur-
ors.

Alkoxide precursors: Kim et al. [116–118] studied the zir-
onium n-butoxide, yttrium nitrate, acetic acid, nitric acid,
ater and iso-propanol system to obtain a spinnable precursor
el, whereas Mehta et al. [119] prepared thin YSZ films on
ttria-doped ceria substrates from a gel containing zirconium
nd yttrium iso-propoxide, nitric acid, iso-propanol and water.
ueper et al. studied a sol–gel deposition of YSZ on porous
SM with zirconium n-propoxide and yttrium iso-propoxide,
ethanol and iso-propanol as solvents and diethanolamine as

etwork modifier. A similar approach with the same salts but
thyl acetoacetate as chelating agent was followed by Peshev
nd Slavova [120]. Changrong et al. [121] obtained gels using
irconium n-propoxide and yttrium nitrate.

Sol–gel or polymeric precursors have mainly found interest
n the production of electrolyte thin films. Only a limited number
f studies are available on the production of thin film elec-
rode materials, as opposed to the large number of publications
vailable on the production of electrode powders from sol–gels.

wang et al. [122] obtained porous lanthanum cobaltite films
ith a gel produced with lanthanum iso-propoxide, cobalt

cetate, 2-ethylacetoacetate, 2-methoxyethanol, polyethyleneg-
ycol and water. The same authors also studied the fabrication

i
n
s
[
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f lanthanum manganese oxide [123] and Sr-doped lanthanum
obaltite thin films [124].

The shelf-life of sol–gel alkoxide precursors is relatively
hort and the chemicals used are moisture sensitive, so the wet
hemistry has to be performed under a protective gas environ-
ent, making the process costly and difficult to control.
Halogenide precursors: Gorman et al. [125] and Dong et

l. [126] utilized zirconium oxychloride and yttrium nitrate
s starting salts for the preparation of a spin-coating solu-
ion with water, tartaric acid and ethylene glycol to form YSZ
hin films. Chen et al. [127] used the same salts and replaced
he tartaric acid by glycine to produce YSZ thin films. A
hloride-based polymeric precursor was used by Brezesinski et
l. [128] to obtain mesoporous ceria, zirconia and ceria-zirconia
tructures with pore sizes of about 10 nm and grain sizes of
–7 nm.

It should be noted that with salts containing halogenides it
s possible for some amount to remain in the film, leading to
nwanted side effects such as different densification properties
r changes in conductivity [114].

Nitrate and acetate precursors: Anderson and coworkers
114] investigated a spin-coating process to fabricate YSZ
nd SDC films [113] based on an alkoxide- and halogenide-
ree polymeric precursor solution. Lenormand et al. [115] and

ang et al. [129] also produced thin films of lanthanum ferro-
anganite and LSM, respectively, without using alkoxides or

alogenides. Gaudon et al. detail the cost-effective production
f an LSM [130] and LSM-YSZ [131] composite via a solution-
olymerization process similar to the Pechini [132] process.

Layer-by-layer deposition: Moriguchi et al. [133–137] devel-
ped a two-dimensional sol–gel process as novel method to
eposit sub-nanometer ultra-thin titania and zirconia films. A
el film is formed on a water surface and deposited on a sub-
trate layer-by-layer. The organics are removed by heating and
imultaneously initiating the gel-oxide transition.

.2.3.3. Impregnation. Difficulties in applying a film with
hickness more than 1 �m and limitations to dense substrates
ave stimulated the development of a combinatorial process,
alled “net-shape” technology [138,139] to produce YSZ films.
colloidal suspension is first applied onto the substrate to form
porous film, which is then followed by the impregnation with
polymeric precursor solution. Others have used gels [140]

r aqueous solutions [141] for impregnating porous YSZ or
odifying existing cathodes with LSM or CGO coatings.

.2.3.4. Slurry-coating. Dip-coating or spraying [142,143]
ith ceramic particulate or colloidal suspensions (“slurry-

oating”) is only mentioned briefly here, as the thickness
f the films produced is generally larger than a few
icrons and limited sometimes to the particle diameter
n the dipping solution which is usually a few hundred
anometers [144–149]. Advances towards finer particulate
uspensions for YSZ electrolyte layers have been reported
150,151].
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ig. 4. Ionic conductivity of different microcrystalline electrolyte materials
167–169].

. Cell components

In this section, the current work on thin film components
anode, electrolyte and cathode) for SOFCs is reviewed.

.1. Electrolytes

Today’s state-of-the-art electrolytes are usually 10–200 �m
hick and are mainly produced by powder processing or by
hick film techniques, such as tape-casting. In order to decrease
OFC operating temperatures from 800 ◦C to 1000 ◦C to about
00 ◦C and to reduce the costs of the system, thin film meth-
ds are favorable. Main advantages of using thin films are: (i)
he decreased film thickness, being 100 to 1000 nm, lowers the
hmic losses across the fuel cell, (ii) the processing allows sin-
ering temperatures below 1000 ◦C or even no sintering at all
nd (iii) the possibility exists to manipulate the electrical con-
uctivity by controlling the nanocrystalline microstructure of
thin film. It was found that nanocrystalline materials show,

n most cases, unusual electrical conductivities [152–157] and
hermal stabilities [36,158–162] because of their high amount
f grain boundaries with respect to grain area. In the case of
anocrystalline thin films, stresses within the film that result
rom the thermal expansion mismatch between the substrate
nd the thin film or from the deposition process can affect the
lectrical conduction properties and have to be considered [163].

In this review, microstructure and electrical conductivity
haracteristics of SOFC thin film electrolyte materials are sum-
arized. A comparison of the electrical conductivity of the

anocrystalline SOFC thin film electrolytes (Tables 1 and 2),
o microcrystalline electrolytes [164–166] is given in Fig. 4

167–169].

Among the microcrystalline electrolyte materials YSZ is used
ost often. YSZ is a predominantly ionic conductor for temper-

tures up to 1000 ◦C and thus good for SOFC use. However, Ta
bl
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Table 2
Comparison of Ce0.8Gd0.2O1.9−x thin films electrical and microstructure properties

Technique Microstructure Electrical conductivity Ref.

Film thickness
(nm)

Charac-
teristics

Substrate (nm) Average grain
size (nm)

Microstrain (%) Activation energy of total
conductivity (eV)

Total conductivity
at 700 ◦C (S m-1)

PVD 400 Dense Polycrystalline Al2O3 110 – 0.95–1.05 0.251 [260]
Quartz 7.94

Spin coating 110–630 Dense Sapphire 9 1.5 1 0.630 [185]
15 0.2 1.2 0.319
36 0.02 1.3 0.039

PLD 1000 Dense, epitaxial NdGaO3 – – 2.5 0.74 [261]
200–800 Dense Sapphire 46 – 0.81 2.139 [180]

55 0.88 1.783
75 1.01 0.754

PSD 200–400 Dense Sapphire 18 2.09 0.68 – [180]
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ig. 4 shows that YSZ exhibits lower electrical conductiv-
ty compared to alternative microcrystalline electrolytes such
s scandia-stabilized zirconia (SSZ), CGO, LSGM or bismuth
anadium copper oxide (BIMEVOX) [170,171]. Among the
ighly conductive electrolytes, CGO has become more and more
opular [172,173], as long-term degradation and phase stability
roblems during SOFC operation are still unsolved problems
or YSZ, SSZ, LSGM and BIMEVOX materials. In contrast
o YSZ, CGO is a so-called “mixed ionic-electronic conduc-
or” with ionic and electronic conductivity at low oxygen partial
ressures and temperatures higher than 800 ◦C [174–176]. It
s, therefore, mainly used for intermediate- to low-temperature
OFC operation where ionic conductivity prevails.

The best investigated thin film electrolytes so far are YSZ
nd CGO. With respect to thin film quality, it is found for both
aterials that sputtering, PLD and CVD can result in columnar

hin films (see Fig. 5A) that may even grow epitaxially on a
ubstrate, whereas spin coating and PSD usually result in non-
olumnar microstructures, as shown in Fig. 5.
.1.1. Yttria stabilized zirconia (YSZ)
Table 1 summarizes the electrical and microstructural prop-

rties of YSZ thin films with 3–16 mol% Y2O3 doping of the
irconia lattice, produced by various thin film deposition meth-

t
r
o
w

ig. 5. Cross-section micrographs of (A) CGO deposited by PLD showing columnar
0.89 0.76 2.010
0.32 0.93 3.193
– 1.04 0.909

ds. For comparable doping concentrations, YSZ thin films show
igh deviations in the activation energies and electrical conduc-
ivity even though the same thin film technique was chosen. In
eneral, the activation energy of electrical conductivity varies
etween 0.9 eV and 1.3 eV for YSZ thin films depending on the
evel of doping and the microstructure.

In studies of (ZrO2)0.95(Y2O3)0.05 deposited by CVD onto
ifferent substrates with a constant film thickness and a constant
verage grain size [177,178], a severe impact of the substrate
aterial on the electrical properties was found. The authors

roposed that the mismatch of thermal expansion coefficients
TEC) between the substrate and the YSZ resulted in differently
ompressed thin films states, affecting the electrical conductiv-
ty. The lowest activation energy of 0.9 eV was measured for the
ase where the compressive stress in the thin film was the largest,
nd the highest activation energy of 1.3 eV was measured for
he thin film with the lowest compressive stress. The idea that
he amount of strain present in a thin film affects the electri-
al properties is currently under discussion [163,179–181]. It is
ssumed that thin films composed of a host crystal lattice doped

o a high degree with a dopant of different valency and ionic
adii – as it is the case for CGO or YSZ – have a high amount
f chemical stress which affects the electrical conductivity. It
as found that YSZ thin films [86] show 3.5 times lower ionic

microstructure and (B) CGO deposited by PSD with isotropic microstructure.
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onductivity than microcrystalline samples [65]. However, for
OFC operation the lower conductivity is more than compen-
ated for by a lower ohmic resistance of the 10–100 times thinner
lectrolyte. Indeed, Perednis and Gauckler [86] obtained more
han 600 mW cm−2 at 700 ◦C with 500 nm thick bi- and trilayer
lectrolytes of YSZ and YDC deposited by PSD. Nevertheless,
or electrolyte thicknesses in the range of the electrode parti-
le size resistance decreases less than linearly with thickness
182]; therefore excessive thinning of the electrolyte has a low
mpact on the electrolyte resistance (see also Section 4.1 of this
ork).

.1.2. Ceria gadolinia oxide (CGO)
Table 2 shows for CGO thin films deposited by PLD,

pin-coating and PSD that decreased microstrain results in
n increased activation energy and lower total conductiv-
ty. It was observed that the total conductivity of CGO at
00 ◦C varies mostly between 0.75 S m−1 (low microstrain) and
.18 S m−1 (high microstrain) (Table 2) and remains 5–1.25
imes smaller than the ionic conductivity of microcrystalline
GO [174,183,184]. In the case of PSD fabrication of CGO

hin films [180], the activation energy of ionic conductivity
ncreased from 0.68 eV to 0.93 eV for a microstrain decrease
f 2.09% to 0.32%, and for a spin-coated film [185], the acti-
ation energy increased from 1 eV to 1.3 eV for a microstrain
ecrease from 1.5% to 0.02%. In those experiments, different
evels of microstrain in the thin films were achieved by differ-
nt annealing temperatures, whereby the microstrain decreased
uring crystallization (and grain growth) with increasing anneal-
ng temperature. Different thin film preparation methods and
ifferent substrates lead to different initial stresses and the cor-
esponding microstrain within the CGO (or YSZ) thin films will
e different as well.

CGO thin film electrolytes deposited by PSD were also used
o improve the gas tightness of traditional thick film SOFCs and
o prevent interface reactions, such as the formation of insu-
ating La-zirconate at the interface between YSZ electrolytes
nd LSM cathodes. It was shown that vacuum-plasma sprayed
OFCs have a better power output by more than 20% if a CGO
lm of roughly 200 nm thickness is deposited between the LSM
athode and the YSZ electrolyte [186].

Besides the geometric constrains for electrolytes discussed
bove (Section 3.1.1) other considerations are also important
or CGO electrolytes. Due to its mixed ionic electronic conduc-
ivity the electrolyte thickness has to be chosen carefully. If the
lectrolyte is too thin, the electronic conductivity will prevail
nd depress the cell performance. A detailed study on this issue
an be found in [187].

.1.3. Lanthanum strontium gallium manganite (LSGM)
Up to now only little research has been done on thin film

lectrolytes alternative to YSZ or CGO. Taniguchi et al. [76]
nd Mathews et al. [188] reported on the deposition of LSGM

hin film electrolytes by ESD and PLD, respectively. In the case
f sprayed LSGM [76], so far it has not been possible to produce
ense thin films that would achieve the requirements of a thin
lm SOFC electrolyte. In addition, no electrical conductivity

r
a
r
l
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r detailed microstructural investigations have been made on
SGM thin films.

.1.4. Bismuth oxide-based electrolytes
In the field of Bi2O3-based electrolytes, �-Bi2O3 thin films

ave recently been produced by CVD [189–191]. The authors
eported that �-Bi2O3 thin films remain stable even down to tem-
eratures of 350 ◦C. The highly conductive �-Bi2O3 changes
sually to phases with lower symmetry and low conductivity
etween 730 ◦C and 650 ◦C for microcrystalline Bi2O3-based
eramics (Fig. 4) and are, therefore, not feasible as an SOFC
lectrolyte [192,193]. However, if a phase stabilization of �-
i2O3 down to 350 ◦C is possible in thin films, electrical
onductivity characteristics and long-term phase stability inves-
igations would be of high interest.

.2. Anodes

Anode thin films can be applied in �SOFCs or used for the
nvestigation of electrode reaction mechanisms. State-of-the-art
nodes have a very complex microstructure including three inter-
enetrating networks of Ni, YSZ (or CGO), and a gas phase, (e.
. a porous Ni-YSZ [CGO] cermet). Also, the anodic reaction
echanism consists of a large number of steps that are difficult

o separate. Hence, model electrodes made of thin films hav-
ng a well-defined geometry have been investigated by several
roups using experiments or simulation as a simpler system to
lucidate anode reactions. Besides these thin film electrodes, Ni-
oint [194–197] and Ni-paste [198] electrodes were studied but
hese approaches suffered from non-reproducibility, contacting
nd scaling issues. In the following sections, we will discuss in
ome detail the experimental and simulative studies on model
hin film anodes.

.2.1. Structured Ni thin films
From the experimental side, first studies on model anodes

sing well-defined structures were published several years ago
y Mizusaki et al. [199], de Boer [200], and Bieberle et al.
201]. All three groups focused on metallic Ni thin films micro-
tructured to a line pattern by photolithography and wet chemical
tching. Feature sizes down to 5 �m were realized. The triple
hase boundary lengths (ltpb) were increased by almost three
rders of magnitude [201]. A light microscope image of a Ni
attern with equidistant lines of 20 �m, resulting in a total tpb
ength for a 1 cm2 sample of 3.7 m cm−2, is shown in Fig. 6. The
hin film patterns were stable up to temperatures of about 700 ◦C.
igher temperatures result in substantial grain growth and coars-

ning of the Ni [199]. The electrochemical performance of the
nodes as measured by electrochemical impedance spectroscopy
as very similar in [201] and [200], while much lower electrode

onductivities were reported by [199]. In all studies, one main
ate-limiting step and a linear relationship between the electrode
onductivity and the tpb length were found, signifying that the

eaction proceeds through the tpb. However, considerable dis-
greement exists in the identification of the rate-determining
eaction step. While Mizusaki et al. [199] claimed that the rate-
imiting process is either dissociative adsorption of reactants
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ig. 6. Light micrograph of a Ni pattern anode on single crystalline YSZ;
quidistant lines of 20 �m width and an ideal tpb length of 3.7 m cm−2.

r surface diffusion of adsorbed species on the Ni surface, de
oer [200] suggested that a reaction limited by a charge transfer
rocess with YSZ has an active role in the electrode kinetics.
ieberle et al. [201] attributed the main impedance arc either

o adsorption-desorption of hydrogen or to the removal of O2−
rom the electrolyte, while both processes might be combined
ith a charge transfer process. An increase in the partial pres-

ure of water in the fuel gas was found to have a catalytic effect
n the anode kinetics and a mechanism with hydroxylated YSZ
urface was suggested [201].

Despite these detailed and very similar experimental studies
n thin film Ni patterned anodes, the reaction mechanism even
n this very simplified system is not fully understood and no
eneral consensus exists about the rate-limiting reaction step.
owever, it is generally accepted that these model experiments
ive very detailed insight into the kinetics. This explains why
he approach with thin film model Ni electrodes has re-emerged
ecently. Sukeshini and Habibzadeh [202] prepared Ni patterned
nodes and studied the electrochemistry with dry and wet fuels,
uch as H2, CO, CH4. First preliminary results predicted a mech-
nism dependent on the Ni surface area, which is in contradiction
o the previously mentioned studies. However, higher operating
emperatures of 750–900 ◦C and different YSZ surface condi-
ions might be responsible for the disagreement. It was found that
dsorption–desorption equilibration may play a decisive role in
he oxidation of both CH4 and CO. Ehn and Hogh [203] found
or Ni line patterned anodes similar reaction rates for H2–H2O
nd CO–CO2. However, the electrode reactions seemed to be
ffected by impurities at the tpb. Both groups have announced
ore detailed studies for the future, in particular with respect to

arbonaceous fuels.

.2.2. Simulations

In parallel to the experimental studies, simulations are carried

ut in order to investigate the reaction mechanism. Simulations
ased on model electrode geometries allow direct comparison
ith experimental data and thus allow for the estimation of

s
m
t
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inetic data that are not readily available for these systems
high temperature and ambient pressure) from the literature.
ince experimental data is rare and kinetic parameters are
nknown, all simulation studies are very preliminary so far.

good overview on the kinetics of the Ni, H2–H2O | YSZ
ystem is given in [204]. Here, kinetic parameters were esti-
ated with the help of literature and first simulation results

n this system were published. Starting from an electrochem-
cal model, the kinetics were transformed into a state-space

odel which allowed the determination of surface coverages
f adsorbed species as well as rate constants by numerical sim-
lation with experimental data from Ni patterned anodes [201].
his study showed for the first time that the Ni anode system
an be simulated directly from an electrochemical model with
ood agreement to experimental data of Ni patterned anodes.
he same experimental data, the same electrochemical model
nd kinetic data, and a very similar simulation approach were
sed by Bessler [205]. The better agreement between experi-
ental and simulated impedance spectra in this study and the

etter consistency to the literature cannot be attributed to the
ew differences in the simulation approach, i.e. simulation in
he time domain and maintenance of the nonlinear response, but
s most probably related to a more elaborate fitting and simula-
ion procedure. Additional features in the simulation approach
f Bessler not in [204] were the simulation of the transient
ehavior and of the gas-phase diffusion within a stagnation
ayer above the electrode but both these elements could not
nambiguously explain the reaction mechanism up to now.
owever, more detailed simulations are planned for the future,
hich will also discuss in detail the influence of the water on

he reaction mechanism. In [206], Bessler et al. simulated for
he first time Ni-YSZ cermet anodes from an electrochemi-
al model. The disagreement compared to experimental data
howed that the electrochemical model used was only an incom-
lete description of the real processes taking place at a cermet
node. Detailed studies on the gas-phase transport were pub-
ished in [207]. It is stressed that the so-called gas concentration
mpedance consists of contributions from the bulk gas phase,
rom diffusion, and from convection. All these contributions
re closely coupled and cannot be separated in their impedance
esponse.

Additional simulations on line-pattern anodes were recently
ublished by Goodwin [208]. The simulations were based on
n electrochemical model similar to the simulations by Bieberle
nd Gauckler [204] and Bessler [206] also using hydrogen as
uel. However, here, the formation of hydroxyl from hydrogen
nd water was not included in the model. The simulations were
ompared to the experimental data of Mizusaki et al. [199], de
oer [200], and Bieberle et al. [201]. The results showed that the
lectrochemical model could reproduce much of the observed
lectrochemical response from the experiments on thin film pat-
erned anodes. More detailed and more complex simulations
sing hydrocarbon fuels are foreseen for the future.
Finally, Williford and Chick [209] simulated the effects of
urface diffusion on concentration polarization by means of Pt
odel electrodes. They claimed that the common assumption

hat the reactions are confined to the tpb is very questionable and
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hat a tpb width of several hundred Angstroms on polycrystalline
t is a more realistic picture.

.2.3. Porous anode thin films
Literature on porous thin film anodes is scarce. Porous

i/YSZ cermet anodes have been fabricated by sputtering
24,27,210] and porous Ni CGO anodes by PSD [92,93]. These
nodes are intended for use in thin-film-based �SOFCs rather
han to study reaction mechanisms, as is done with the model
lectrodes.

.3. Cathodes

Similar to anodes, most work on thin film cathodes has been
evoted to model cathodes to study the mechanisms involved in
he cathode reaction.

.3.1. Oxygen reduction
Oxygen reduction at SOFC cathodes follows a sophisti-

ated reaction path that has been drawing much attention [211].
oday’s cathodes are viewed preferably for intermediate and

ow operating temperatures (<600 ◦C). They are often made of
ixed ionic–electronic conducting perovskites (ABO3) where

oth the A sites (a rare earth element, such as lanthanum) and the
sites (a transition metal) can be substituted in order to tailor the
aterial properties. Compositions with lanthanum partially sub-

tituted by strontium (LaxSr1−xBO3±δ) have been extensively
sed ([167] and references therein). In those compounds, the
r2+ cations sit on the La3+ sites because of similar ionic radii.
he substitution of La3+ by Sr2+ creates a fully ionized acceptor

evel (Sr′La) whose charge is compensated by holes (B•
B) in the

alence band as well as oxygen vacancies (V••
O ). LaxSr1−xBO3±δ

erovskites are therefore highly doped p-type semiconductors
212–214]. Typical materials are the well-known LSM, LSCF
nd BSCF [2]. Oxygen can be transported through the bulk of the

erovskite by a hopping mechanism via the oxygen vacancies.
he concentrations of the defects in the perovskite structure are
ependant on the chemical composition, the temperature and the
xygen partial pressure.

ig. 7. Schematic representation of the possible oxygen reduction pathways for
mixed ionic–electronic cathode. Bulk and surface pathways are parallel, i.e.

n competition.
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Fig. 7 schematically describes the possible reaction pathways
f oxygen reduction. Bulk and surface pathways are parallel, i.e.
n competition. The fastest path determines the overall kinetics
f the reaction. One pathway may be dominant or both may
ave similar importance, depending on the rate constants of
he reaction steps. The nature of the rate-determining pathway
etermines the optimal microstructure of the cathode. The mech-
nism of oxygen reduction involves many reaction steps, such as
dsorption; dissociation; gas-phase, surface and bulk diffusion;
nd charge transfer. When the bulk pathway plays a significant
ole, the defect chemistry of the electrode has to be taken into
ccount as well. Modeling oxygen reduction is therefore an ardu-
us task whereby many parameters have to be handled. The need
o simplify the investigated systems and gain a better understand-
ng of oxygen reduction has stimulated the development of thin,
ense geometrically well-defined (gwd) films over porous elec-
rodes. The complex description of gas-phase diffusion through
he electrode pores can be disregarded. Most important, key-
arameters such as the tpb length and bulk diffusion length (i.e.
lm thickness) can be controlled.

.3.2. Geometrically well-defined cathodes
Several studies have been published on gwd cathode thin

lms. Few are devoted to fabrication and processing-related
ssues, and instead focus on the investigation of the reaction

echanism.

.3.2.1. Studies of the reaction mechanism. The oxygen reduc-
ion pathway at thin La0.9Sr0.1MnO3−δ electrodes has been
isualized by Horita et al. [215–217]. After deposition on YSZ
ith RF sputtering, the film of 490 nm thickness was micro-

tructured as a mesh with photolithography and atomic etching
echniques. Oxygen reduction was performed at and out of equi-
ibrium using the stable 18O2 isotope as a marker. The samples
ere quenched and analyzed with secondary ion mass spec-

roscopy (SIMS) at various points of the electrode, notably at
he LSM surface and close to the LSM/YSZ interface. This
ualitative approach to oxygen reduction showed that thin LSM
lms promote the bulk pathway especially at high overpoten-

ials.
Brichzin et al. [218] used gwd, dense circular (La0.8Sr0.2)

.92MnO3−� microelectrodes and measured their impedance as
function of the diameter. The films were prepared by PLD fol-

owed by microstructuring with photolithography and etching.
he resulting electrodes had a thickness of 100 nm and a diam-
ter, d, ranging between 10 �m and 200 �m. The polarization
esistance was found to be dependant on d−2. In a continuing
ork a linear dependence between the electrode thickness and

he polarization resistance was established [219]. The authors
oncluded that the bulk pathway is dominant, in contrast to
he common view that LSM, whose oxygen transport proper-
ies are known to be poor [220], favors the surface pathway.

imilarly, Baumann et al. [221] investigated the impedance of

hin microstructured La0.6Sr0.4Co0.8Fe0.2O3−δ electrodes and
oncluded the same as Brichzin with regard to the preferred
eaction bulk pathway.
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Fig. 8. Polarization resistance Rp of oxygen reduction at thin dense
La0.52Sr0.48Co0.18Fe0.82O3−δ electrode as a function of the thickness d at 500 ◦C
and 600 ◦C at equilibrium [34,224,225]. The full symbols (�, �) represent the
experimental data. The dashed lines represent the simulated data from the model
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[230] suggests that electrochemical performance could be “acti-
btained after numerical optimization. Oxygen bulk diffusion is evidenced to be
ne of the rds of the reaction.

Koep et al. [222] investigated oxygen reduction using arrays
f La0.8Sr0.2MnO3 stripe electrodes. The LSM patterns with
60 nm thickness were prepared using RF sputtering and pho-
olithographic techniques. To determine the contribution of the
ulk pathway, the oxygen reduction impedance of the LSM elec-
rodes was measured with and without a thin insulating TiO2
ayer on top. The role of the TiO2 was to block the oxygen
ccess to the LSM–gas interface while leaving the triple phase
oundary active. The significantly larger polarization resistance
btained for the TiO2-covered electrode confirmed the findings
f Brichzin [218,219], i.e. a contribution of the bulk pathway
nd a large area specific resistance (ASR).

The use of gwd electrodes allows to study the influence
f geometry on the kinetics, both from the experimental and
heoretical point of view [223]. Prestat et al. investigated oxy-
en reduction at thin dense gwd La0.52Sr0.48Co0.18Fe0.82O3−�

lectrodes by combining state-space modeling of the Faradaic
mpedance and experimental measurements [34,224,225]. The
hickness of the square-shaped films was varied between
6 nm and 800 nm while the surface area remained unchanged
3 mm × 3 mm). Simulations showed the contribution of the
urface pathways is negligible for electrodes with such geom-
try. Bulk diffusion of oxygen vacancies was determined
o be one of the rate-determining steps by the increase of
he polarization resistance upon increasing the film thick-
ess (Fig. 8). The other rate-limiting step (adsorption and
ncorporation) were identified using a numerical optimization
etween modeling and experimental data. Rate constants of
he rate-determining step were assessed and found to depend

n the thickness of the cathode. Besides these physical mod-
ls that aim for understanding of the reaction mechanism,
ther theoretical work is based on providing equivalent cir-

v
t
t
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uits to simulate the behavior of a mixed conducting electrode
226].

.3.2.2. Fabrication related studies. Most related to fabrication
s the work by Bieberle-Hütter and Tuller [26]. They investi-
ated the microstructuring of LSC into interdigitated electrodes
n different substrates. It was found that the etching quality was
trongly dependent on the substrate material (decreasing quality
rom Si to CGO to YSZ) meaning that even at a temperature
f less than 500 ◦C, LSC interacts with the substrate and forms
ome interface. Hence, for feature sizes of less than 50 �m, a
icrofabrication process alternative to etching has to be used.
he electrical and electrochemical characterization of the inter-
igitated LSC electrodes showed a strong influence of the thin
lm deposition parameters on the conductivity [227]. The sub-
trate selection was found to be important not only with respect
o fabrication of the pattern [26] but also with respect to elec-
rical disturbance. Detailed electrochemical analysis of the LSC
lectrodes was not possible due to the geometrical constraints.

.3.3. Cathode performance: thin films versus porous thick
lms

Though thin films were first considered as model systems
o investigate the fundamentals of oxygen reduction, they can
lso be utilized to increase the performance of SOFC cath-
des. This is notably true for miniaturized systems where
raditional ceramic techniques (like screen-printing) cannot be
pplied for practical reasons. Discrepancies about the perfor-
ance of thin cathode films still exist in the literature. Sirman

t al. [228] compared the impedance of porous and dense
a0.6Sr0.4Co0.2Fe0.8O3−δ electrodes. The dense electrode with
�m thickness showed a significantly larger polarization resis-

ance than the porous one. Those findings contradict the results
eported by Steele and Bae [229] for the same perovskite. In
his work, the authors measured the influence of a dense LSCF
ayer (∼1 �m thick) placed between a porous LSCF film and
GO electrolyte. The area specific resistance of the electrode
ith the dense film was 2–3 times lower. More recently, Pre-

tat et al. compared the current-potential plots of porous LSCF
lectrodes with and without an LSCF thin dense film adjoining
he electrolyte [34,224]. The performance was improved when
he film was sufficiently thin (<ca. 60 nm) and poorer when the
ense layer was too thick (>ca. 340 nm). This suggests that high
erformance could be achieved by coating the electrolyte with
n ultra-thin cathode film (see Fig. 9). The loss of the tpb (con-
ribution of the surface pathway) would be compensated for by

complete coverage of the electrolyte by the active material.
he kinetic losses due to bulk diffusion would be reduced sig-
ificantly by minimizing the film thickness as much as possible.
aterials with facile charge transfer at the electrode–electrolyte

nterface and with fast incorporation of oxygen should be sought.
romising advances in this field have been recently reported in

he literature [2]. Moreover a recent paper of Baumann et al.
ated” by applying a large voltage bias to thin film cathodes. In
he case of La0.6Sr0.4Co0.8Fe0.2O3−δ, the effect is attributed to
he change of cation stoichiometry close to the surface. However,
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ig. 9. Cross-section micrograph of an ultrathin dense La0.52Sr0.48Co0.18

e0.82O3−δ layer prepared by PLD. The substrate is a polished cerium-
adolinium oxide pellet.

t the time of writing, this type of electrochemical activation had
ot been proven to be stable with time.

.3.4. New issues raised by thin films
Besides the beneficial aspects from the investigations of reac-

ion mechanisms and kinetics, employing thin films also presents
ome drawbacks and establishes new relevant questions.

.3.4.1. Geometric considerations. Reaction kinetics depend
ot only intrinsically on the nature of the material but also on
he electrode geometry. Thus, one has to keep in mind that the
ata obtained on thin layers (in the sub-micrometer range) with
arge surface area cannot be directly transposed to porous elec-
rodes with a typical grain size of ca. 1 �m. For instance, the
hin LSM electrodes of Brichzin et al. [218,219] exhibit a spe-
ific resistivity of ca. 400 � cm2 for LSM at 800 ◦C, which is
uch greater than other data reported in literature [231]. This

an be attributed to the fact that the geometry of the electrodes
the diameter was much greater than the thickness) forced the
eaction to occur through the bulk of the LSM, which does not
ransport oxygen ions efficiently.

.3.4.2. Current collection. Current collection is another cru-
ial issue. When working with thick porous electrodes
typically > 10 �m) prepared by conventional ceramic process-
ng methods, such as screen-printing, this task is relatively
traightforward. A metallic gauze (made of platinum, for
nstance) is pressed on the layer in its green state. Co-firing
he paste and the current collector yields a good “intimacy” and
eliable mechanical stability between the components. Homo-
eneous potential distribution is achieved throughout the bulk of
igh conductivity materials like LSCF and LSM. Current collec-
ion is more arduous when dealing with thin electrodes. Besides
he fact that the films do not have any green state, two contradic-
ory requirements have to be fulfilled: On one hand, molecular
xygen should have access to the film, which implies a suffi-
iently open porosity. On the other hand, in order to ensure a
omogeneous potential distribution when working out of equi-
ibrium, the current collector should fully cover the thin layer
n the ideal case. Different approaches to meet these constraints

ave been reported in the literature, each of them having its own
dvantages and drawbacks.

Brichzin et al. [218,219], Baumann et al. [221,230] and Yildiz
t al. [223] collected the current by means of a tungsten car-
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e
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ide tip when using LSM and LSCF microelectrodes, enabling
homogeneous access of oxygen to the ga–electrode inter-

ace. The contribution of the tip to the oxygen reduction can be
eglected. Yet, when working with thin films, this kind of point
ontact may lead to heterogeneous potential and current distribu-
ion within the electrode. This may explain the huge area specific
esistivity of LSCF reported by Baumann [221] (10 � cm2 at
50 ◦C), i.e. around two orders of magnitudes greater than that
f porous electrodes [232].

A thin dense silver layer may also be employed since oxygen
an be transported through it and a homogeneous potential dis-
ribution at the electrode–current collector interface is ensured.
onversely, it does not enable one to investigate the adsorp-

ion and incorporation of oxygen at the perovskite–gas interface.
pplication as such of a silver layer could be suitable for studies

ocusing particularly on the bulk properties of the electrode, such
s diffusion coefficient. Ringuede and Fouletier [233] utilized
his kind of current collector to investigate oxygen reduction of
a0.7Sr0.3CoO3−δ electrodes.

Platinum is a standard current collector in SOFC experiments.
everal authors utilized it as paste or gauze to contact thin cath-
de films [228,234,235]. Although this kind of current collector
s rather straightforward to set up, it may also significantly affect
he kinetics of the thin film–gas interface. In theory, the incorpo-
ation of oxygen in the perovskite electrode is chemical in nature
nd involves no charge transfer. The oxygen is incorporated on
xygen vacancies and holes are created within the perovskite.
hat means no charged species crosses the gas-perovskite inter-

ace. The charge transfer occurs at the perovskite-electrolyte
nterface, where the oxygen vacancies (and the O2− ions, respec-
ively) cross the interface. By introducing a metallic current
ollector that is active towards oxygen reduction, it is then no
onger clear whether oxygen is reduced directly by the perovskite
r by the platinum. In other words, oxygen reduction can occur at
he platinum–perovskite–gas interface as well. Hence the exper-
mental kinetic data, such as adsorption and incorporation rate
onstants, cannot be unambiguously assigned to the investigated
hin film only.

Prestat et al. used a porous LSCF film as current collector to
nvestigate oxygen reduction at a thin dense LSCF film [34,224]
onstituting a compromise between the constraints of homo-
eneous potential distribution and access of molecular oxygen
o the film. The porous layer was prepared by screen-printing.
his approach is possible when working at macroscopic scales

in [34,224], the surface area of the electrode was 9 mm2). The
dvantage is that no supplementary undesired interface is created
compared to the case of platinum current collectors described
bove) however, oxygen cannot uniformly adsorb on the elec-
rode surface and it is difficult to determine to what extent the
urrent collector may contribute to the overall kinetics of the
eaction.

.3.4.3. Defect chemistry. Another essential aspect of oxygen

eduction at thin films is the defect chemistry. Solid-state elec-
rochemistry is a peculiar type of electrochemistry, since the
lectro-active species (oxygen in this case) are incorporated
n the bulk of the electrode and modify its composition. A
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efect chemistry model is absolutely essential in the case of
xygen reduction at mixed ionic-electronic conducting per-
vskites. The B-site atoms are involved in the incorporation
f oxygen into the mixed conductor and tied to the oxygen
acancy concentration if electro-neutrality is assumed. To the
est of our knowledge, the defect chemistry of thin SOFC-
elated perovskite films out of electrochemical equilibrium (i.e.
hen a Faradaic current flows, under realistic SOFC oper-

ting conditions) has not been described yet. Facile charge
ransfer at the electrode–electrolyte interface and rate-limiting
xygen incorporation at the electrode–gas interface have been
eported in the literature for perovskite electrodes [236]. For
hin films, which “geometrically” promote the bulk pathway
large surface, thickness in the sub-micrometer range), those
inetic features favor a depletion of oxygen that may destroy the
nitial crystalline structure out of equilibrium. What is the maxi-

um oxygen nonstoichiometry that the perovskite can withstand
ithout undergoing decomposition? At high oxygen vacancy

oncentrations, what model can describe defect interactions? In
he literature, defect chemistry models at low oxygen partial
ressures involving clusters such as {B′

B − V••
o − B′

B}x [237],
Sr′La − V••

o }• [238,239] and, {B′
B − V••

o }• [240] have been pro-
osed for various perovskites at equilibrium. Do those models
pply when an ionic current flows through the mixed conductor?
lucidating these open questions and more generally the defect
hemistry of thin perovskite layers constitutes challenging and
ssential topics for future investigations.

.3.5. Porous thin film cathodes
Few studies are available on porous thin film cathodes.

ost studies are limited to the preparation of such layers
68,69,241,242], and only a very limited number of studies are
vailable where typical cathode performance data such as the
rea specific resistance (ASR) is given [90,243]. Both publica-
ions showed that the ASR of porous thin film cathodes is not
ignificantly different from that of porous thick film cathodes.
. Cells

�SOFCs are currently an important issue in research [9,10],
ecause they offer more geographical independence, higher

d
s
c
a

Fig. 10. Sketch of
Fig. 11. Example of a corrugated membrane.

nergy densities than batteries and the possibility of fast recharg-
ng by refueling. Furthermore, the use of thin films allows
ower operating temperatures. Thin film deposition is com-
ined with micro-machining techniques in order to realize
uel cells with micron dimensions. Typically such a �SOFC
ould look like that depicted in Fig. 10. The gas channels

re micro-machined in the supporting substrate. The thin film
embrane, comprising the cell components, is deposited on the

ubstrate. Although single-chamber SOFCs have been fabri-
ated by micro-machining [244,245], to our knowledge there
re no single-chamber SOFC based on thin films so far.

.1. Modeling

To evaluate the feasibility of �SOFCs and to propose reason-
ble designs, calculations were done that took into consideration
echanical stability [246,247], electrochemical performance

182,247] as well as issues of heat losses [247].
Assuming thermal stress only and no residual stress from

he fabrication processes, the stability of flat versus corrugated
embranes was calculated [246]. An example of a corru-

ated membrane showing the geometry is shown in Fig. 11.
nder compressive stress, buckling was defined as failure mode.
ssuming no changes in the membrane material (YSZ in this

ase) with temperature, calculations showed that a corrugated
embrane with a ratio of H/t = 10 can be more than one order of
agnitude larger (500 �m versus 16 �m) than a flat membrane
ith the same thickness (1 �m) when exposed to a temperature

ifference between membrane and substrate of 600 ◦C. If ten-
ile stress and, thus, fracture was considered as failure mode, the
orrugated membrane could still take roughly twice the stress of
flat membrane. For practical use, a flat membrane with corru-

a �SOFC.
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ated support on the edges might be the most useful, since the
ighest stress always occurs at the edge of the membrane.

In case the residual stresses of fabrication processes are
nown or can be tuned, they have to be added to the thermal
tress [247]. In any case, from the point of mechanical stability,
thick membrane with a small radius is favorable, and a low mis-
atch in thermal expansion coefficient between the membrane

nd substrate material also improves stability. Rectangular mem-
ranes were identified to be slightly more resistant to buckling
han circular or square membranes.

From the point of view maintaining a low heat loss, circular
embranes were the most favorable [247], since they have the

mallest perimeter for a given area. Assuming a radial tempera-
ure gradient for the membrane, with room temperature the edge
f the membrane and considering heat losses through conduc-
ion only, the heat loss of the structure was calculated and found
o exceed the assumed heat production of a �SOFC.

Design considerations concerning the electrochemical per-
ormance [247] were calculated using

= i × (OCV − ηOhmic − ηActivation − ηConcentration). (1)

ith P being the power density, i the current density and η the
ifferent polarization losses. For ohmic polarization, the losses
t the electrolyte were considered as follows:

Ohmic = i × te

σe
(2)

here te and σe are the thickness and ionic conductivity of the
lectrolyte, respectively. The activation polarization was calcu-
ated by

Activation = R × T

n × F
×

(
i

i1

)
+ 2 × R × T

n × F
× ln

(
i

i2

)
(3)

here R = 8.314 J mol−1 K−1, F = 96485 C mol−1, T is the tem-
erature, n the number of electrons exchanged per oxygen ion.
he exchange current densities i1 and i2, which are treated as

ree parameters, were obtained by fits to measurements from lit-
rature [248]. Concentration polarization was neglected. Based
n these calculations, it was found that for an electrolyte thick-
ess of 2 �m, the activation losses already exceed the ohmic
osses by far, thus when choosing an electrolyte thickness for
SOFCs, it can be chosen with respect to mechanical stability
ithout spoiling the electrochemical performance.
A very detailed calculation concerning the electrochemical

erformance of �SOFCs and single-chamber �SOFCs is given
y Fleig et al. [182]. In these calculations, it was shown that
he resistance of the electrolyte in a real fuel cell situation does
ot decrease linearly with thickness as might be expected. The
eason for this behavior is the current constriction in the elec-
rolyte. The electrodes were considered as particles sitting on
he electrolyte. Depending on the reaction kinetics and conduc-
ion mechanism of the electrode material, the current is either

onstricted to the electrode particle–electrolyte interface, or to
he tpb at the edges of the electrode particles. For both cases
he electrolyte resistance decreases less than linearly with elec-
rolyte thickness, if the electrolyte thickness is below the particle

s
fi
r
f
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istance of the electrodes. Only by using electrodes with finer
nd closer packed particles a meaningful reduction in electrolyte
esistance was achieved. However, the ohmic losses of elec-
rolytes 500 nm thick at 550 ◦C are smaller than 0.25 � cm2 for
oth CGO and YSZ. Thus, the performance of a �SOFC is
imited by the electrodes and not by the electrolyte.

In case of single-chamber �SOFCs, geometries with inter-
igitated electrodes placed on one side of the electrolyte were
iscussed [182]. The necessary geometric constraints in order to
chieve a total resistance in the cell of 1.5 � cm2 were calculated.
or rather thick electrodes (>1 �m), an electrode stripe width of
round 10 �m would be required, while the distance between the
lectrodes would have to be as small as a few �m. To facilitate
he micro-fabrication of such a cell, thin film technology might
e considered for fabrication of the electrodes. If this were to
nvolve a dense thin film cathode, the necessary tracer exchange
oefficient of the cathode material should be 5 × 10−6 cm s−1

t 600 ◦C to match the target performance. However, this is not
ulfilled by standard cathode materials, such as LSC or LSCF.
n the anode side, if a thin dense Ni film would be used, fur-

her nano-structuring of the film would be needed in order to
ncrease the tpb. These severe geometrical constraints do not
nly complicate the fabrication process, but the small distances
etween the cathode and anode may cause further problems if
eaction products of the anode modify the cathode potential. The
apid transport of highly reactive products of partial oxidation
CO + H2) to the cathode, as occurs for such a cell geometry,
imits the performance of single-chamber SOFCs, since these
roducts might also be catalyzed at the cathode [249].

.2. Free-standing electrolytes

Free-standing YSZ [250,251] and CGO [250] membranes
ave both been fabricated on silicon substrates. For fabrication
f YSZ membranes [251], SiO2 was used as masking layer. After
emoving the oxide from the opposite side, YSZ was deposited
y RF sputtering, and the membranes were released with wet
tching. In another process, YSZ was deposited in the cavities
fter wet etching and the oxide was removed from the opposite
ide afterwards. For both processes, an annealing step at 400 ◦C
n air was carried out after YSZ deposition in order to reduce
he compressive stress in the membrane. The second process
esulted in a better yield and larger membranes. Square mem-
ranes with dimensions up to 170 �m were obtained, but no tests
oncerning thermal stability are reported.

Baertsch et al. [250] deposited silicon nitride (SiN) on both
ides of a Si wafer, which served as a masking layer for wet etch-
ng of Si on one side and as electrical insulation on the other. The
lectrolyte was deposited by either electron beam (e-beam) evap-
ration (YSZ, CGO) or RF sputtering (YSZ). Afterwards the SiN
elow the electrolyte was removed using dry etching techniques.
he residual stress in the as-deposited thin films on the substrate
as evaluated and all e-beam evaporated films showed tensile
tresses around 200 MPa, independent of the film thickness, for
lms <1 �m. The RF sputtered YSZ films showed compressive
esidual stress from 850 MPa for thin (100 nm) to about 200 MPa
or thick (1 �m) films. Using the same film thickness and deposi-
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ion method, the yield of YSZ membranes was higher than that of
GO membranes. The maximum membrane width was roughly

wice as high for YSZ (1025 �m) than for CGO (525 �m) for
embranes with the same thickness. The membranes fabricated

y e-beam evaporation failed during heating through membrane
racking from the center of the membrane, which was attributed
o brittle fracture caused by tension. Generally YSZ membranes
ere able to withstand higher temperatures than CGO mem-
ranes; thicker and smaller membranes were also more robust.
high yield of more than 90% was achieved for sputtered YSZ

lms. Contrary to the calculated results [246,247], buckling was
ot considered as a failure, since buckling without fracture does
ot harm SOFC operation. Upon annealing at 500 ◦C buckling
f the membranes disappeared completely and fracture via ten-
ile stresses occurred with further annealing at 650 ◦C. Since the
EC of YSZ is roughly three times higher than that of the sub-
trate material, Si, one would expect the contrary, i.e. evolution
f compressive stress upon heating. Although the underlying
echanism is not fully understood, microstructural and chem-

cal changes in the material might contribute to this result.
his phenomenon also questions the use of stability calcula-

ions, where these changes in the material cannot be included
asily. The work on free-standing membranes, in this case elec-
rolytes, gives a good insight into what can be expected in terms
f mechanical stability of such a ceramic thin film membrane,
hich is essential to know when fabricating �SOFCs.
Other studies also showed that material behaves more com-

lex than expected. Free-standing CeO2 membranes were
abricated by RF sputtering on Si substrates and wet etching
252]. Depending on the preparation conditions the membranes
ither showed buckling irrespective if the stress after deposi-
ion was tensile or compressive or, when sputtered with less
xygen partial pressure, the membranes were flat. However, the
uckled membranes proved to be mechanically more stable, sur-
iving higher temperatures (>220 ◦C), than the flat membranes
150 ◦C). This phenomenon was attributed to ordering of disor-
ered vacancies, associated with lateral expansion. The material
an change its dimensions reversibly and thereby respond to
tress [179].

.3. Si-based cells

Tests of �SOFCs based on Si substrates were reported in
3,248,253]. Electrodes with 500–850 nm thickness [253] were
ither sputtered through masks with porous microstructure, or,
hen sputtering was done that resulted in a dense microstruc-

ure, pores were etched in the electrodes after deposition. Ni was
sed for the anode, silver for the cathode. The electrolyte was
ense sputtered YSZ with a thickness of 2.5 �m. A free-standing
embrane of this tri-layer was obtained by wet etching a Si wafer
ith SiN masking and SiN etch stop which was subsequently

emoved by dry etching. A power output of 3.8 mW cm−2 was
btained at 316 ◦C and the OCV was 0.8 V. The geometries

f the free-standing membranes were not given and for dense
lectrodes no output could be measured [253]. At 600 ◦C a
aximum power of 145 mW cm−2 and an OCV of 1.0 V was

eported [248]. In this case the micromachining was modified

w
e
h
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o obtain membranes of 5 �m size, with the thickness of each
ayer between 500 nm and 10 �m.

Another very recent publication [3] shows very high power
ensities of 200 and 400 mW cm−2 at 350 and 400 ◦C, respec-
ively. A very thin electrolyte consisting of 50 nm YSZ and 50 nm
GO was sputtered on a SiN/Si substrate, wet and dry etching
as done to structure the substrate and afterwards porous Pt

80 nm) was sputtered for use as an anode and cathode. With
nly YSZ as electrolyte the power output was less, 130, 85 and
0 mW cm−2 at 350 ◦C for 50, 100 and 150 nm electrolyte thick-
ess. This would indicate a strong relation between electrolyte
hickness and cell performance although the authors report the
SR of the electrodes to be one order of magnitude larger than

he contribution of the electrolyte. Further studies are necessary
o fully understand the behavior of �SOFCs.

The area of the free-standing membrane can be enlarged by
echanically supporting the membrane with a Ni-grid, which

an also be used as a current collector [254].

.4. Ni-based cells

Ni was also used as substrate for a �SOFC. Kang et al. [255]
sed sputtered Pt as an anode catalyst on a nano-porous Ni sup-
ort. On top, a YSZ electrolyte 200 nm thick was sputtered,
ollowed by porous sputtered Pt as a cathode layer. The maxi-
um power density obtained at 400 ◦C was 7 mW cm−2. Chen

t al. used Ni foils as substrates [43]. PLD was used to deposit
SZ films 2 �m thick on Ni foils 6 �m thick. The Ni foil was

hen patterned with pores of about 70 �m. Afterwards a porous
SC cathode layer with 6 �m thickness was deposited also using
LD and, to increase the triple phase boundary at the anode side,
6-�m-thick NiO-YSZ anode was added to the Ni foil. A power
utput of 110 mW cm−2 at 570 ◦C was achieved and an OCV
f 0.8 V. The total thickness of the cell was only about 20 �m
nd thus one order of magnitude thinner than thin film �SOFCs
ased on silicon substrates.

.5. Glass-ceramic based cells

Glass-ceramics capable of being photo-structured can also be
sed as micromachinable substrates for �SOFCs [9,262]. The
dvantages are a TEC close to that of SOFC materials and the
ossibility of rapid wet etching during fabrication of the free
tanding membrane.

. Summary and conclusion

Many different techniques are available for thin film deposi-
ion of SOFC materials. Each method has its own advantages
nd drawbacks concerning microstructure and quality of the
eposited films. Process complexity, choice of material, large
rea coating, equipment and process costs also have to be taken
nto account when it comes to industrial fabrication of thin films.
Sputtering is an easy process applicable to any material, with
hich large surfaces can be coated. For this reason it is largely

mployed in the industrial production of thin films. The films
ave a very high quality in terms of purity and surface smooth-
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ess, but controlling the films’ stoichiometry and the growing
f complex compounds can be difficult and require the use of
ultiple targets.
PLD is still a laboratory method requiring expensive equip-

ent. With this method it is relatively easy to deposit compounds
ith complex composition and good control of stoichiometry

rom single ceramic targets. The film quality is comparable to
hat obtained by sputtering, but surface coverage with uniform
hickness is limited to few square centimeters.

CVD derived processes have the advantage of a high deposi-
ion rate and large area coverage of good quality even on complex

orphologies. It can be employed for mass production. The pre-
ise control of the chemical processes involved can make this
ethod somehow difficult and residuals from the precursors can

e present in the final product reducing the purity of the film.
high temperature of typically 600–900 ◦C [256] of deposition

s needed for the reaction to take place and corrosive gases are
ften present depending on the material to be deposited and the
recursors chosen.

In contrast to PVD techniques, liquid precursor based thin
lm deposition generally results in isotropic microstructures
nd porous films are also easier to obtained. The great number
f different deposition techniques using liquid precursors and
he huge variety of the precursor chemistry, allows for many
ifferent applications of these techniques. On the other hand,
his variety makes it difficult to find parameters in the litera-
ure, for a given deposition task, since most likely the setup, the
tomization method, or the precursor chemistry differs.

For thin film electrolytes it was found that the change of
he electrical properties with the microstructure (i.e. ratio of
rain:grain boundary area) and microstrain requires detailed
tudies to understand these phenomena. Although nanocrys-
alline thin film electrolytes show lower conductivity than

icrocrystalline samples, the resistance of thin film electrolytes
s expected to be lower due to geometrical reasons. However, a
ess-than-linear relationship between electrolyte thickness and
lectrolyte resistance in an SOFC has to be taken into account.

Only a few experimental and simulation studies on thin film
nodes have been carried out by now. All relevant studies focus
n Ni line pattern electrodes. Most of the results are rather pre-
iminary by now due to the complexity of the system as well as
he missing of basic kinetic data on the system. However, several
tudies are continued so that more detailed results are expected
n the near future. Even less work has been carried out on porous
hin film anodes so far but with increasing interest in �SOFC,

ore studies in this field can be expected.
Similar to anodes, the research on thin film cathodes has

elped to better understand the cathode reaction. However, new
ssues have also appeared during these investigations. Only a
ew studies were carried out on porous thin film cathodes, but
gain, the emergence of �SOFCs will stimulate more research
n this field.

When it comes to entire cells, calculations of geometrical

onstraints of �SOFCs are useful particularly for evaluating
heir electrochemical performance. From these results it is clear
hat a reduction of electrolyte thickness below 500 nm is not

eaningful (depending on the electrode grain size) and that
Sources 173 (2007) 325–345 341

he electrodes limit the performance of �SOFCs. Geometrical
estrictions for single-chamber �SOFCs are severe. Calculations
f the mechanical stability seem to be only of limited use, since
he complex behavior of the material is not well represented by
hose calculations. Modeling of the expected heat losses indi-
ates that thermal insulation is an important issue in fabrication
f �SOFCs. Stability tests of free-standing electrolytes and com-
lete �SOFCs suggest that rather small membranes of about
00 �m feature size are feasible. Cells with high power out-
ut at very low temperatures (350–400 ◦C) were fabricated and
howed a strong influence of the electrolyte thickness on the cell
erformance. This was not expected from modeling work and
eeds further work to understand �SOFCs, especially since the
lectrodes were identified to govern the cell performance. The
se of Ni foils instead of Si as the substrate allows a further
eduction of cell thickness; glass-ceramic substrates have better
hermal properties than Si.

More work will be carried out on �SOFCs to analyze the com-
lex mechanical and electrochemical behavior of these nano-
nd micro-sized materials in SOFCs. The next challenges in
erms of �SOFCs production will be fabrication and contacting
f an array of �SOFCs, since it also requires strong process con-
rol to obtain a reasonable yield. Stacking and housing, start-up
peration and thermally self-sustained operation of a portable
evice are also big challenges for micro-fabrication and process
ngineering. However, the research carried out so far already
roves that the concept of a �SOFC is realizable and that high
ower density at low temperatures can be expected. Hence, new
pplications of SOFCs are foreseen for the future.
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